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In this entry, trust in science is defined as the reliance, confidence, and dependence on science to understand scientific

information. With the outbreak of, and the uncertainty surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic, turning towards science and

trusting the specialized knowledge of experts is of particular importance during this period.
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Trust is an important construct that influences the actions of individuals, organizations, and societies. Every day, people

need to make decisions, and frequently, trust plays a critical role in the decisions they undertake. It is, therefore,

imperative, especially in periods of crises, for individuals to know whom and what to trust.

From December 2019, a novel SARS-CoV-2 virus broke out in China and rapidly spread across the world. Along with the

virus, the fear of uncertainty concerning the future spread. On 11th March 2020, after 118,000 cases in 114 countries, the

World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a pandemic . The WHO’s declaration prompted clinicians,

scientists, and scientific organizations worldwide to provide valuable medical and epidemiological information to control

the spread of the virus. This included information about the virus’ transmissibility, the severity of the disease, and

preventive public health behaviors and measures. The virus was considered highly contagious  and therefore demanded

from the public a high level of compliance to the suggested prevention guidelines. Like with other viruses in the past that

entailed uncertainty, people had to turn to science to stop the spread of the virus.

This entry aims to provide a more thorough understanding of the significant role of trust in science during the COVID-19

era. It begins by defining trust in science and then discusses some within-individual factors (religion, political orientation,

education, socioeconomic status, and psychological factors) that influence trust in science. The role of this trust in the

accuracy of information one receives is also discussed by examining the effect of social media, misinformation, and

conspiracy theories. Next, the role of trust in science in public policy and its effect on preventive behaviors (compliance to

public measures and vaccination) is explored. The entry closes with some general conclusions.
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